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In this book, gifted moderate, intuitive healer, and channel Marisa Moris introduces visitors to her
bevy of courses. Marisa also shares the story of her spiritual awakening and the techniques that
have led her to her present capabilities. Meet and be your Higher Personal!. These exercises consist
of meditation, grounding, Heart Space Attunement, an energy-clearing Soul Bath, the Snow Globe
visualization technique, and more!"Marisa offers basic exercises readers can do to attune
themselves to the best universal energies... Visitors will find out that they, too, can form these
abilities, as she will demystify the spiritual globe for a fresh generation."Knowledge YOU in a whole
new way.
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Spiritual Christian Loves This book is one of the BEST God centered energy healing books I’ve ever
read. Her exercises she writes are extreme and beautiful, like the energies she channels messages
with. The moment I signed page 31 I could feel the shift and changes within myself. What is written
is not like hundreds of others I've read.!! New Adventure I've really enjoyed the book.P. Attune Now,
pass it all on! Buy Attunement! Marisa Moris is normally miracle employee, healer, and spiritual
instructor.! Attunement is something special to the world, literally. In raising our very own
consciousness, we raise the vibration of mankind. Personally i think her function aligns beautifully
with other master spiritual teachers like Eckart Tolle, Richard Rohr, Caroline Myss, Deepok Chopra
etc. Enough time to Attune is Now! I got another for an excellent friend, and the effective vibes from
the book experienced amazing when I first kept it. I was launched to all of her sort out HayHouse
Radio and resonated right away. She is an extremely real woman who a lot of us can relate to..
business owner, mother and wife. Don't hesitate just purchase it! Life has never been so excellent
and the sky can be no longer the limit. You will not regret ordering this reserve if you are a seeker
and someone who has a enthusiasm for finding out more mysteries of our soul and spirit. MUST
READ! Loving this book. Love love love Like a textbook, ought to be in your arsenal of intuition
books In case you are even the slightest bit thinking about discovering your intuition, this book
should be your first step...and beyond! WOW! Her books (I’ve read many that she’s coauthored
with Bill Gladstone, along with her father Joe Moris) have been awe inspiring, validating, and
profound.! I also love how her objective is to greatly help so most of us on this world who are
hurting, addicted, lost or just plane codependent.!!! Marisa can be an amazing radio sponsor,
teacher and article writer! I am beyond grateful for most of her teachings, having them in my book I
possibly could read whenever is indeed exciting! Amazing Gift of a Book I love this book which
author! Start here as the author did all of the effort, searching, reading, and discovering already. As
a Christian who was seeking assistance to understanding my spiritual gifts that God had provided
me, I prayed for a healer to help me make sure I was in alignment with God. Every page is similar
to a new adventure to improve upon yourself / higher self.!! Much like everyone!! Marisa is absolutely
the best instructor out there with regards to learning who you are and how to approach your
abilities. Just be. Are you set to move to the next level? Thank you Marisa for all your messages
and effort! I desire to be as fantastic as you as of this one time! This will stop you from on offer in
circles , tons of great meditative exercises and the most interesting part of most, you connect in
together with your creator self. Purchase this publication and share the adventure of diving in to the
depths of what who we are and how to connect with all that's us . The exercises are quicker than
other assets, and so much more effective!. She writes for everyone, of each culture, belief and
history. Amazing resource meant for empaths and intuitives! worth it Highly recommended! I love this
book! The moment I opened up it I immediately sensed tingling in my hands which soon spread
throughout my entire body. Now each time I pick it up to read it I could still experience the divine
energy flowing through me. Marisa does a fantastic job of breaking down spirituality from getting
alert to the energy all around us and how it effects us to connecting with our manuals, getting
aligned with our true selves and learning how exactly to manifest all the wishes of our hearts! There
are several simple exercises and explanations for everything therefore it’s readable and easy to
follow. The content is non-denominational so it doesn’t matter what your religious or spiritual
background is. Don't hesitate to buy this reserve or appearance her up for more classes and help.
And revel in! After meditating for the past 5 years Marisa Morris teaching has taken me to a
complete new level. From understanding that we are just reflections of what is within us to creating
our truth. This book will just scrape the top of all that she's learned and make you wishing for more.
Attunement represents all of the notes that I as her college student have taken in the last



months.Thank you for putting it all together.!S. Te energy of the publication is AMAZING A have to
have book I loved the reserve from begin to finish the detail in discovering we are and where we
are exiting sometimes and how exactly to ride out of what we usually do not like, but the raw
what's in you amazing Powerful Attunements I worked through the whole book and used a fitness
called Manifest just like the Creator You Are, and it dissolved the blocks in a desperate concern! I
experienced that which was intended in the book! I have really grown and becomed even more
connected with my Creator Self and my I am. She actually gets right down to the nitty gritty of your
issues and can help you resolve them along with are more attuned to your abilities and connecting
to your higher self etc. Appreciate the teachings in this book! A must read for sure! All and more
than I ever anticipated Amazing! She has managed to put in words many of her great teachings
about how for connecting with ourselves, our higher power and the ones around us in a far more
powerful and authentic method. This book has been a absolutely Amazing book to help me through
my Spiritual journey. I am not just one to learn books but I haven't been able to put this reserve
down. Marisa clarifies everything in a straightforward way that can't be misunderstood. Marisa’s
work provides been transformative for me and has ensured that I’m connecting with the true and
actual God and Christ and not the fake teachers or false guides. Feeling so grateful because of this
book as an instrument. My best recommendation is always to release all targets and queries when
reading, let your soul go through along too. I have taken her Quantom I Am Reiki courses and I
recommend them and also her bootcamps. Many thanks ?? Love the teachings in this book! Her
Snowglobe method provides helped me and my children along with my clients. I believe this book
might help everyone who reads it. I cannot rave enough in what I have obtained from this book, the
classes and the knowledge from Marisa! It teaches you so many things about how to very clear
and manage your energy and I highly recommend it! For Christians who are looking to explore their
spiritual gifts, this book is so transformative! I would want to meet her 1 day, I understand if her
publication feels this amazing- her energy should be on a complete other level!
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